This report was prepared as part of a documentary by Petrolio, an investigative journalism
rubric of RAI2, the second channel of the Italian public broadcaster Radio Televisione
Italiana. It was delivered to the European Data Protection Supervisor in Brussels at the end of
November 2020, at the presence of Petrolio’s journalists and cameraman.
The browser extension https://amazon.tracking.exposed was developed as a result of the
interaction with Petrolio.
The documentary was aired on December 6 th, 2020. It is accessible from RaiPlay at
https://www.raiplay.it/video/2019/11/petrolio-il-mondo-segreto-di-amazon-aa6d4781-bc5c4c51-9463-c22f399797d1.html (from 2h18’)
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Executive summary
Past research has shown how the European shopping portal of the US multinational technology
company Amazon.com Inc. collects a detailed log of users’ personal activities, called
"clickstream." By performing a Data Subject Access Request (DSAR) as per General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), users however do not get access to this type of information. We
set off to collect evidence of the consequences of the clickstream on the user experience on the
platform. To this end, we developed the browser extension Amazon.tracking.exposed and
conducted an experiment to verify where Amazon.com keeps track of a user’s specific behavior
on the platform, despite the provisions of the GDPR.
In our experiment, we recorded search query results of Amazon Europe with
amazon.tracking.exposed. Recording evidence of personalization, we infer the presence of data
profiling and personalization on the product search engine of the shopping portal. These
findings might help a data protection authority to verify whether a company like Amazon.com
Inc. is compliant or not with the GDPR.
Amazon.tracking.exposed is a product of the Algorithms Exposed (ALEX) project, funded by the
European Reseach Council (grant agreement no. 825974–algorithms.exposed).
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How we tested Amazon personalization algorithm
Introduction
We hypothesize that Amazon uses some personal data for its recommendation system that are
not included in the data we can ask to download via a DSAR.

Asking to Amazon what data has about us
By using the Data Subject Access Request interface offered by Amazon, we should retrieve the
personal data Amazon has on us. We requested it, amazon sent us a validation email, and after
some hours, our data was ready:

This answer is unsatisfactory. I ask for all the data processed by amazon, but the answer was
including only information in regards of my past orders:

The spreadsheet contains one row for each product bought in the year, and the columns:
Order Date
Order ID
Payment Instrument Type
Website
Purchase Order Number
Ordering Customer Email
Shipment Date
Shipping Address Name
Shipping Address Street 1
Shipping Address
Street 2
Shipping Address City
Shipping Address State
Shipping Address Zip
Order Status
Carrier Name & Tracking Number
Subtotal
Shipping Charge
Tax Before Promotions
Total
Promotions
Tax Charged
Total Charged
Buyer Name
Group Name

We expected to receive a copy of all the personal data processed by Amazon in relation to the
provision of their service, this is why we find the answer unsatisfactory.
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Following the link Amazon provides, the downloadable reports are limited to the interaction we
had with Amazon shop, and do not mention any other personal data processed by the company.

These data are described in Amazon Europe Privacy policy as the data processed to offer the
service.
Still, as shown in a previous article, Amazon had a collection of data describing, step by step, all
of our actions performed on the amazon services. Amazon discloses this large dataset only
after insisting requests, in two different instances, made by a German and an Italian journalist.
This dataset takes the name of Clickstream and includes the day and time when a specific
page is visited, the IP address and the device used, the geolocation—if possible—based on the
IP address, and the name of the ISP.
The dataset has nearly 50 different kinds of data entries, detailed in a document provided by
Amazon, among which: information on the previous and the next page visited, the referrer URL
that led us to the page we are viewing, and information on the type of session such as
PotentialShoppingSessions or RecognizedShoppingSessions.

Test how Amazon personalize the shopping experience
We assume, if amazon applies personalization, that such personalisation can depend either on
personal data or non-personal data. We organized tests to infer if personal data are used in this
automated decision-making process.
At the beginning, we tested how different accounts (four of them with the same delivery
address), return the same results when they search content on amazon.
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We operated a bit on the Amazon service to let a hypothetically present, profiling tool, learn
some difference about us. We performed searches, read product reviews, and added/removed
products from the cart.
As documented below, we observe a progressive differentiation during our observations, and
this lead us to deduce Amazon Europe (the Data Controller we want to keep accountable) is
profiling, as defined in 17/EN WP251rev.01, quote:

● it has to be an automated form of processing;
● it has to be carried out on personal data; and
● the objective of the profiling must be to evaluate personal aspects about a
natural person.
Under Article 12(1) of the GDPR, the controller must provide data subjects with concise,
transparent, intelligible and easily accessible information about the processing of their personal
data.
In the case of clickstream data collected by Amazon, as defined by ARTICLE 29 DATA
PROTECTION WORKING PARTY in their “Guidelines on Automated individual decision-making
and Profiling for the purposes of Regulation 2016/679”, we may consider these data as
indirectly obtained data used for profiling. And the information should be provided within the
timescales set out in Article 14(3).
The controller must ensure that they have a lawful basis for this type of processing. The
controller must also provide the data subject with information about the collected data, and, if
appropriate, the existence of automated decision-making referred to in Article 22(1) and (4), the
logic involved, and the significance and envisaged consequences of such processing.
In particular:

pursuant to Article 15(3), the controller has a duty to make available the data
used as input to create the profile as well as access to information on the profile
and details of which segments the data subject has been placed into.
[...]

Broadly speaking, profiling means gathering information about an individual (or
group of individuals) and evaluating their characteristics or behaviour patterns in
order to place them into a certain category or group, in particular to analyse
and/or make predictions about, for example, their:
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● ability to perform a task;
● interests; or
● likely behaviour.
As our past knowledge suggest, Amazon has a dataset collecting this level of detail, it goes by
the name of Clickstream, and we suspect this data is still collected and therefore they should
be considered a personal data because is linked to the user profile.
No trace of such activities is present in the data returned by Amazon following a Data Subject
Access Request.
After this, we saw and recorded how the search query was instead displaying differences.
According to the data that Amazon give back to us via DSAR, these differences are not
explainable.
We assume that Amazon did record our users’ interactions with their website interface (while
not acknowledging them in our Subject Access Request), and then used them to personalize
our shopping experience by recommending the most relevant product.

The amazon.tracking.exposed tool
We developed a free software tool whose sole purpose is to collect evidence of amazon
personalization.
The tool runs in the browser (Firefox or Chrome), and memorizes what Amazon sends to the
user navigating on Amazon pages.
We potentially can extract all the information present in the HTML. At the moment, we focused
our efforts on the list of the products offered, their positioning in the results list, and their price.
This tool is meant for researchers, is not ready for a broader adoption, because it automatically
collects Amazon pages when a researcher navigates on amazon.com or amazon.it websites.
From the browser with our tool, the researcher can access to a page in our server
(https://amazon.tracking.exposed) where the evidences are collected.
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The evidence is useless if not properly contextualized with a methodology.
The page reports two kinds of evidence: the search queries and the items viewed.
From the screenshot above, the 22nd of November 2019, at 4PM and the 22nd at 5PM, the
account searched for “Bambola”, both of the time got 62 products as a result. This list of
evidence is unique from each browser, and we had the attention to run Amazon users only in
the browser configured with amazon.tracking.exposed.
The euro value reported next to the search query (in the example above: 30,1€ - 34,3€ - 29,8€)
is the average price for all the product returned in the query. It is calculated as the sum of all
the prices available in the result page, divided by the number of products.
This was one of our metric to highlight potential discrimination. For example:
Researcher

Query

Date

Average

Claudio

“Assistente vocale”

22/11/2019 12:30

80,2€

Riccardo

“Assistente vocale”

22/11/2019 12:30

80€

Giulia

“Assistente vocale”

22/11/2019 12:30

80€

Salvatore

“Assistente vocale”

22/11/2019 12:30

62,6€

In regards of the line “Baby Alive - Magica Frangetta (Bambola Bionda)” it refers to an item
viewed on the site. The tool records all the product visualized, because we were conducting an
investigation in that direction. But that feature and our findings are not reported in this
document.
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With the tool we downloaded a spreadsheet (CSV) and then we perform visualizations:

Legend:
- Product is the name of the product returned in the search query
- Each profile is represented by a different color. The size of the square is proportional to
the value in Euros. If a square is not present, it means that such profile didn’t get the
product in the search query.
- Value is the amount of euro.
- Circled in green, you can see how the profile displayed in orange was getting a lower
average price.
- Circled in red, few cases of dynamic pricing. A profile of ours was receiving a different
price.
This additional graph shows our similarities and our differences when looking for “smartphone”:
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The collection keeps showing:
● Products might be excluded or included in the search results despite the profiles were
European citizens, searching from the same location, connected with the same internet
access.
● The difference in average pricing is even more remarkable with this class of product.
The orange profile was receiving the lesser wealthy product (for example, smartphone
tools instead of actual smartphones).
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In this last piece of evidence five profiles were involved. (three Tracking Exposed researchers,
plus Claudio and Silvia). They searched for Bambola (Doll).

Legend:
● Circled in red, among the standard dolls, three profiles out of five also get a sex doll. It is
unclear to us the reason of such personalization, and if personal data were involved in
selecting a product belonging to a very different sub-category (under Health &
Household -> sexual wellness -> Adult toys).
● Circled in green, the same product (with the same product ID) was displayed with
different price. This looks to be the effect of the feature named Dynamic Pricing.

Short note on Dynamic Pricing
The same product offered at different prices to an individual performing the same search might
look like an unfair market behavior. Actually, as part of our experiment, the profile identify with
the blue color was traveling, and the Postal Code configured on his profile was not the one of
Rome.
From what we know, the merchants might offer different discounts to each geographical area.
We are not considering this finding as part of our investigation because:
● The merchant makes this decision, therefore it is outside of the scope of this document
look to them. We are focusing on Amazon rather than merchants' policies.
● The selectors used to apply differentiated discounts are unknown to us, so we shouldn’t
assume a personal data violation until we can produce new evidence.
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Findings and questions for the Data Protection
Authorities
Our findings display how Amazon is personalizing the shopping experience.
Amazon Europe, the Data Controller, has a duty to make available the data used as input to
create the profile as well as access to information on the profile and details of which segments
the data subject has been placed into.
Using both the interfaces provided in the website amazon.it, we couldn’t get such information.
We assume the clickstream should be part of the dataset under our control, because the actions
recorded allows the company in evaluating our characteristics, and behavior patterns, in order
to place them into a certain category, and test on us their prediction.
Amazon clickstream data are not under our control as the GDPR should allow us. We cannot
access them, rectify them, nor delete them.

Minor issues
1. The Amazon interface mentioning "our personal data" actually lead the user to
functionality such as "see your last research" and "delete these items from personalizing
your results," but that is not the detailed report we expect.
2. On what basis and to what extent can the dynamic price target users, beside their
geographical location?
3. Despite amazon.it (data controller Amazon Europe) and amazon.com should be
considered as two separate entities, it allows a profile to login using the same email and
password, but it is unclear which and how data are differently connected to it. In there, it
displays different browsing history and order register. Still, the data in amazon.com are
not included in the dataset provided by amazon.it.
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Additional tests
During our research we also tested other conditions. We are reporting here there, in support of
researcher which might want to replicate our experiment (the software used is free software)

Chronology and data deletion
To test this hypothesis we recorded some interaction with the platform through the use of
Amazon Tracking Exposed. We compared logged-in profiles with different interaction and
purchase histories made in different periods. We also reset all the variables that Amazon allow
us to delete or exclude from the personalization process:
1. We deleted the list of the items viewed clicking on each user's:
Amazon.com / Browsing History / Manage history / Remove all the item from the view/
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2. We exclude our previous purchase from the data used to suggest items clicking on each
user’s Amazon.com / Improve your recommendations /

Amazon often refers to those two options as a way to clean the profile and control the
personalization process. But this interaction it is not a real control/update/delete functionality of
your data, because even if the user asks to ‘delete’ the content ordered still appear in the
“orders log.”

Usage of Cookies in non-logged browsers
If two people access to Amazon without performing login, with a browser without any cookies,
and perform a search query from the same IP address, the results are exactly the same.
We consider this as the least personalized version of Amazon shopping experience.

About us
The project lead is Claudio Agosti, research associated with the University of Amsterdam. He
meets EDPS at the beginning of the year, talking about his research results in algorithm
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analysis at the “Europe votes 2019: How to unmask and fight online manipulation”—a
conversation facilitated by the EDPS between data protection authorities, electoral regulators,
audio-visual regulators, media & platforms in the fight against online manipulation of personal
data in elections. Among participants were Elizabeth Denham, UK Information Commissioner’s
Office, and Mar España Martí, Commissioner of the Agencia Española de Protección de Datos.
We develop this research for the Italian National Television (RAI) and as part of the European
sponsored project ALEX. ALEX project has been awarded a Proof of Concept grant of the
European Research Council within the H2020-EU.1.1. - EXCELLENT SCIENCE programme.
ALEX stands for “ALgorithms EXposed. Investigating Automated Personalization and Filtering
for Research and Activism.”
Notable participants of the analysis are:
• Riccardo Coluccini, freelance journalist, author of the pre-GDPR access request to
Amazon.
• Salvatore Romano, a student at the intersection between psychology and technology.
• Giulia Corona is working with our team in communication and analysis.
We released a working prototype of our tool. It is accessible at the address:
https://amazon.tracking.exposed and it is not meant for general purpose yet. If anyone wants to
replicate this experiment, is invited to run the source code on their own systems. The
technology is here accessible, in AGPL v.3 license: https://github.com/tracking-exposed/amtrex/
and the copy of our website at: https://github.com/tracking-exposed/amazon.tracking.exposed

Complaint to the appropriate authority
As Data Subject, we should raise our complaint to our national data protection authority.
This document is not a formal complaint, it is a commentary on our experiment, part of a
journalist investigation.
The journalist organization organizing (RAI) the documentary decided to pick the EDPS for a
comment, instead of our national DPA, because our Parliament has not yet appointed a new
DPA board after the old board’s mandate expired last May. At the moment the DPA president
Antonello Soro is holding the DPA role ad interim, because his substitute has not yet been
appointed by Parliament.
We would likely bring this complaint to the Italian Data Protection Authority, and this will follow
the official procedure.

How to find the Data Subject Access Request form?
According to the GDPR Article 12, the user has the right to access, modify, and delete their own
data. However, Amazon hides the Data Subject Access Request form in a chain of links that are
quite easy to miss.
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In its Italian privacy policy, Amazon mentions the possibility for the user to find more information
on how to access their data in two separate paragraphs:

Despite dati personali (personal data) is mentioned, the interface linked is the utility about
“delete your previous research” and “delete your previous order”. In the English version below,
served in amazon.com, is used the more appropriate term “Information”:

The page continues as:

In both cases the user ends up on the “How to protect your privacy” page.
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All the links available in the 4 main sections displayed above are connected to different support
pages completely unrelated to how to exercise your GDPR rights.
The only way to reach the Data Subject Access Request form is by clicking the “Visit our Help
pages” at the bottom of the page. The user is redirected to the “Assistance and Customer
Service” page where they can find more information on 4 specific topics: Legal, E-mails from
Amazon, Security, and Privacy.
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Within the Privacy section, there’s a link called “How can I request my data?” that finally
describes the steps to file a data access request (points 1 to 3 in the picture below). In addition,
the user has other options to directly access and manage some of their data directly from within
their own Amazon account sections—these options, however, reduces the right to access to
some very specific and incomplete data.
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Once the user clicks on “Request your data” they are promptly asked to choose what kind of
data, basically restricting the possibility to exercise a thoroughly and effective right to access. In
fact, most of the options available are linked to data that is already reachable from other
sections within Amazon platform and, what’s even worse, those are all pre-fixed type of data
that Amazon chose.
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For example, the user can download their search history but there’s no possibility to download
clickstream data.
Once the request is sent, the user will receive an email to prove their identity and confirm the
Data Subject Access Request.
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Additional Links and references
Privacy related links (Amazon Europe, in Italian)
1. https://www.amazon.it/adprefs
2. https://www.amazon.it/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=help_search_1-1?
3. https://www.amazon.it/b?ie=UTF8&node=14927981031
4. https://www.amazon.it/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201890250
5. https://www.amazon.it/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=GDDFZHDDGWM46YS3
6. Previous privacy statement (22 March 2019)
https://www.amazon.it/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=GX2ET6PWCQD3TFP3
7. Current one (Updated on 12 September 2019)
https://www.amazon.it/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=200545460&ref
_=footer_privacy

Notes:
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1. https://www.reddit.com/r/privacy/comments/du7drb/amazon_told_me_they_cant_remove
_the_order_history/
2. Amazon paper https://www.cs.umd.edu/~samir/498/Amazon-Recommendations.pdf
3. Amazon paper https://ieeecs-media.computer.org/assets/pdf/mic2017030012.pdf
4. https://boter.eu/2018/10/11/amazon-data-access-request-clickstream/
5. An article explaining how Amazon favorites its own products, accessible in the
newspaper .pdf of 17 September: https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-changed-searchalgorithm-in-ways-that-boost-its-own-products-11568645345
6. https://www.searchenginejournal.com/amazon-search-engine-ranking-algorithmexplained/265173/
7. https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=468496#GUID1B2BDAD4-7ACF-4D7A-8608CBA6EA897FD3__SECTION_87C837F9CCD84769B4AE2BEB14AF4F01
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